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R196-D25PG

Thank you for purchasing the Redco R196-D25PG 96 point programmable patchbay.  Manufactured 
in the USA, the R196-D25PG is great for both balanced and unbalanced as well as stereo connec-
tions.  The R196-D25PG is easily programmed for normalled, half-normalled, and non-normalled 
patching and a variety of grounding possibilities.  The R196-D25PG patchbay is a standard 1RU, 19 
inch rack mount.  The 2 rows of 48 TT Bantam Jacks are stereo paired for ease and convenience 
of patching.  The DB25 Dsub connectors on back use standard Tascam ® wiring configuration (see 
page 2.)  A convenient tie down for cable stress relief is part of the patchbay frame.

Normalling is a wiring scheme whereby a signal 
path is established from one audio device to another 
without the use of a patch cord. This is known as 
the “normal path.”  The normal path between a pair 
of jacks is most commonly wired internally from the 
source jack (Row 1) to the destination jack (Row 2).

How to Set the Normalling Switches:

Plugging a patch cord into one of the normalling jacks will break the normal switch connections, allowing the 
user to reroute the signal path through the patch cord.  When the patch cord is unplugged from the jack, the 
normal path is restored. Normal paths may be installed all at once or may be field-configured as the equipment 
changes.

A “Full-Normalled” signal path occurs when a pair of normalling jacks are 
wired together at the normals. This normal signal path can be interupted 
and redirected by plugging a patch cord into either jack.

Full-Normalled:

Half-Normalled:

Non-Normalled:

A “Half-Normalled” signal path occurs when the Tip (+) and Ring (-) 
connections of a non-normalling jack (source) are wired respectively 
to the Tip Normal and Ring Normal connections of a normalling jack 
(destination). Plugging a patch cord into the source jack (Row 1) 
allows the user to monitor the source signal without interrupting the 
normal path. The normal path can be interrupted and redirected only 
by inserting a plug into the destination jack (Row 2).

A “Non-Normalled” signal path occurs when both the source and destina-
tion jacks are not internally joined. Since there are no normal connections 
on the jacks, there can be no normal path; the signal moves straight 
through and cannot be interrupted via the insertion of a patch cord.
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The grounds of each top and bottom pair of jacks are connected Vertically.  These 
points are still isolated from the grounds to their left and right.  This allows the 
user to maintain a solid ground path from source to destination for each vertical 
pair of jacks.

Rear View of Male
DB-25 Dsub Connector

To set Normalling and Ground switches, 
use a small screw driver to slide the 
switches into position, according to the 
diagram on the patchbay.
( see diagram to right )

Setting the Normalling and Ground Switches:

How to Set the Grounding Switches:
Vertically 
Strapped:

Ground Buss:

Isolated:

The R196-D25PG patchbay uses 
the industry standard TASCAM 
® DA-88 25 pin Dsub pin out.

All jacks are bussed together, making a common ground.

All jacks are ground isolated from all other patch points.

25 Pin D-sub Wiring: 

( NOTE:  Labeling template available from our web site:  www.redco.com )

Redco has Bantam TT patch cords available in black, blue, green, 
red and yellow in lengths of 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 feet.  Please check 
out our web site or contact your local dealer for pricing.

Note:  All patchbays are shipped with 
the switches set to Half Normalled and 
Ground Bussed positions!


